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0 of 0 review helpful police detective first Finn and then Jew Ariel Kafka on the case By audrey frances This is the 
first novel in a series set in Helsinki Finland and with a focus on police detective Ariel Kafka Other characters are well 
developed and interesting but Kafka is the star of this slow but steady police procedural We see Kafka and his team at 
work on a rather overwhelming case The victims perpetrato Nyk auml nen rsquo s twist on Nordic crime fiction may 
be the most inventive of the year Ariel Kafka a middle aged bachelor is a detective in Helsinki think early Harry Hole 
and as far as he knows the only Jew on the entire Helsinki police force which is why he rsquo s picked to head up the 
investigation of a series of murders that began with two Arabic looking men who may have been shouting Jewish 
obscenities as they died Set during the days leading up t Where does Harri Nykanen s hero sit in the detective 
constellation He s as cynical as Morse but with more of a sense of humour and fewer crosswords Perhaps he s a little 
like Jack Reacher but shorter with fewer opportunities for fisticuffs and seduc 
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